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Background

- Convenience gambling locations as gambling space
- local vs. destination gambling
- Easy availability as risk factor
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- ”exceptional” and ”mundane” convenience locations
- gambling aracades vs. supermarkets
- Different game types and venue characteristics

- Cases: Finland and France
- FIN: gambling arcades and supermarkets
- FR: PMU bars and tobacco stores
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Translating drinking to gambling cultures

- so-called ”wet” and ”dry” drinking cultures
- Prefered beverage types
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- Frequency and extent of intoxication

- Gambling cultures
- Frequency of gambling
- Extent of ”intoxication”  extent of gambling rausch

- Cases of Finland and France:
- FIN: 780$/year and capita; 5.8% lifetime abstainers; “WET”
- FR: 300$/year and capita; 26% lifetime abstainers; “DRY”
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Data

• Self-identified active and recreational gamblers
• Excluded: self-identified problem gamblers
• 110 participants (FIN: 48, F: 62)
• 14 focus-groups in each country
• Recruited in 2009 & 2010
• Finland: Gambling arcades, supermarket notice boards, online
gambling forums & snowball  rather difficult
• France: gambling locations & snowball  easy
Marionneau, V. (2015). Socio-Cultural contexts of gambling. A comparative study of Finland and France. Helsinki: University of Helsinki.
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Method:
Reception Analytical Group Interview
RAGI
Gambling
initiation

Going for
Broke (USA,
2003)

Rounders
(USA, 1998)

Reception Analytical Group
Interviews (RAGI)
• Focus group interviews

Line
between
recreational
and problem
gambling

The Cooler
(USA, 2003)

The Gambler
(USA, 1974)

• Film clips as discussion stimulus
• Orienting questions
• Very low moderator involvement

Facets of
problematic
gambling

Bord de mer
(F, 2002)

Owning
Mahowny
(CAN, 2003)

• Standardised order of clips
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Analysis tool: Actor-network-theory ANT

The social as result not explanation
What holds collective together?
Which collective after all?

Actors are not limited to human beings
Who kills: the gun, or the person?
“The toothbrush”
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Network of associations
Which associations are possible?
Procedures for composition?
How controversies are settled?
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Results:
Embeddedness in everyday life
Finland

France

Convenience gambling defined on its own

Convenience gambling defined in opposition to casino

Trust in good regulation of convenience gambling

Casino more dangerous, but regulation of convenience
questionable

Embedded in daily routines (shopping & left-over coins;
waiting for the bus)

Only embedded in daily routines of smokers;

EGMs as actor between people

(Skeptical about any social function of EGMs)

Small bet size (of EGM) at convenience locations
protective: stays harmless hobby

Small bet size (of scratch card) problematic: ”over
consumption” & time loss
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Results:
Exceptional and mundane convenience locations?
Finland

France

No difference between exceptional and mundane
convenience gambling locations

Difference between exceptional and mundane
convenience locations: PMU bar and tobacco stores
Tobacco store: high proportion of smokers; sell also
other goods;
 nevertheless: unatractive place to gamble
PMU bar:
-more absorbing games and environment
-Social effect: same neighbourhood people (TV screen
as different actor as EGM would be)
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Results:
The gambling rausch and its acceptance
Finland

France

Pensioners example of wrong gambling

PMU bar customers: low socio-economic status

Origin of money

Use of money

Kind of occasion: retirement party, ferry, weekend-trip
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Discussion

Practical:
- Availability discourse may be not only matter of density, degree of
changes etc., but also of kind of spaces
- Finnish discourse about prohibiting mundane convenience gambling
Theoretical:
- ”wet/dry” not well applicable
- Embeddedness in everyday life and differentiation between convenience
locations promising dimensions in comparative gambling research
- Extent/acceptance of gambling rausch still to be established more
www.helsinki.fi/yliopisto
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- Interaction between gambling
profits, operators and
beneficiaries
- Legal and welfare justifications
- published by Palgrave Macmillan
- Forthcoming 2018
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